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WHAT IS SUITE?
The new generation of Loyalty Systems based on Blockchain. Suite is a platform where it's gonna be possible to gather points from adherent shops without the
necessity of having multiple cards and with which is gonna be possible receive objects, request gift cards of the main online services (Amazon, Playstation etc), pay
medical bills( national health dentists) or even request the conversion of Fiat points and transfer them on one's own bank account by wire transfer.
The loyalty market at the moment is made up of 2.16 billion dollars not exploited and is expected a growth up to 6.9 billion dollars in 2023 .

PLATFORM
Through STK token and SCT credits, we offer to the business owners stability, security and the comfort of the digital Loyalty Program.
SCT is going to have a fixed value in time and represents the "loyalty point" that through APP is going to be accredited from the owner of the commercial business to the
customer and from the latter it can be spent at all the commercial businesses adherent and on the FidelitySuite platform for the purchase of services or a cashback
request.

THE STK TOKEN
It's going to serve for:
- Monthly distribution of an amount of credits to the owners in proportion to the amount of STK owned and blocked on the platform.
- Gain a VIP status to have access to exclusive discounts (up to 50%) in the commercial businesses purchased from Suite.
- Discounts for purchasing products/services on the platform.
- Free tickets for periodic extractions and also for the chance of taking part at VIP extractions.
Additionally users are going to be able to purchase products/services even with other crypto-currency that will be in part automatically converted in STK through API,
increasing in this way the use of STK. A percentage of STK will be burnt with every purchase and extraction on the platform making more exclusive the token's
possession and reducing the supply.

ICO Details:

OTHER INFO:

EXECUTIVE TEAM
Francesco Napoletano
CEO & Developer
Bachelor degree in IT, developer in
software companies from 12 years.
User of the main programming
languages (Java, Python, PHP, JS,
Delphi). From over 19 years in the
trading and forex market.

website:ZZZILGHOLW\VXLWHFRP¬mail: LQIR#ILGHOLW\VXLWHFRP¬telegram: t.me/FidelitySuite

Patrizia Amoruso
CFO & Co-founder
Accomplished studies in
economy and law. From over 20
years reviser of business
processes and management
control

Simone Di Francia
CFO & Co-founder
Simone works in the Blockchain
field since 2013. Currently working
for EthBits, creating token models
for new start-ups and running
several communities.

Soft Cap: $600K

Supply available for the ico: 60M

Hard Cap: $12M

Initial price: 0.12$
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